Can I create a custom confirmation message when someone submits a Google Form?

Tell Me

1. Go to the form settings and click the **Presentation** tab
2. Enter your **Confirmation message** in the space provided
   a. Note that any links must be provided using the full URL. An example is shown in the image below

![Image of form settings with confirmation message option]

```
Settings

Show progress bar
Shuffle question order
Show link to submit another response

Confirmation message:
Thank you for submitting your feedback! For more information, you can visit our website at information.uncc.edu
```

CANCEL  SAVE

Related FAQs

- How do I get notifications for my Google Form?
- How do I review responses to my Google Form?
- Can I create a custom confirmation message when someone submits a Google Form?
- Can I require a University login to complete a Google Form?
- How do I create a Google Form?